Enhanced prediction of recombination hotspots using input features extracted by class specific autoencoders.
In yeast and in some mammals the frequencies of recombination are high in some genomic locations which are known as recombination hotspots and in the locations where the recombination is below average are consequently known as coldspots. Knowledge of the hotspot regions gives clues about understanding the meiotic process and also in understanding the possible effects of sequence variation in these regions. Moreover, accurate information about the hotspot and coldspot regions can reveal insights into the genome evolution. In the present work, we have used class specific autoencoders for feature extraction and reduction. Subsequently the deep features that are extracted from the autoencoders were used to train three different classifiers, namely: gradient boosting machines, random forest and deep learning neural networks for predicting the hotspot and coldspot regions. A comparative performance analysis was carried out by experimenting on deep features extracted from different sets of the training data using autoencoders for selecting the best set of deep features. It was observed that learning algorithms trained on features extracted from the combined class specific autoencoder out performed when compared with the performances of these learning algorithms trained with other sets of deep features. So the combined class-specific autoencoder based feature extraction can be applied to a growing range of biological problems to achieve superior prediction performance.